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Orthotopic Microinjection of Human Colon Cancer Cells in Nude Mice Induces Tumor Foci in All Clinically Relevant Metastatic Sites
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Despite metastasis as an important cause of death in colorectal cancer patients, current animal models of this disease are scarcely metastatic. We evaluated whether direct orthotopic cell microinjection, between the mucosa and the muscularis layers of the cecal wall of nude mice, drives tumor foci to the most relevant metastatic sites observed in humans and/or improves its yield as compared with previous methods. We injected eight animals each tested human colorectal cancer cell line (HCT-116, SW-620, and DLD-1), using a especially designed micropipette under binocular guidance, and evaluated the take rate, local growth, pattern and rate of dissemination, and survival time. Take rates were in the 75 to 88% range. Tumors showed varying degrees of mesenteric and retroperitoneal lymphatic foci (57 to 100%), hematicogenous dissemination to liver (29 to 67%) and lung (29 to 100%), and peritoneal carcinomatosis (29 to 100%). Tumor staging closely correlated with animal survival. Therefore, the orthotopic cell microinjection procedure induces tumor foci in the most clinically relevant metastatic sites: colon-draining lymphatics, liver, lung, and peritoneum. The replication of the clinical pattern of dissemination makes it a good model for advanced colorectal cancer. Moreover, this procedure also enhances the rates of hematicogenous and lymphatic dissemination at relevant sites, as compared with previously described methods that only partially reproduce this pattern. (Am J Pathol 2007, 170:1077–1085; DOI: 10.2353/ajpath.2007.060773)

Colorectal cancer cases represents 15% of all cancer types. Its poor prognosis and the consequence of its metastatic spread makes colorectal cancer the second most common cause of cancer death in western countries.¹ However, genetically modified mouse models of colorectal cancer are scarcely or not metastatic.²,³ Moreover, more metastatic cancer models, such as surgical orthotopic implantation (SOI), experimental or spontaneous metastasis assays, and orthotopic cell injection also show limitations. Thus, although SOI of human colorectal cancer in nude mice yields liver metastasis,⁴,⁵ it does not generate lung metastasis, nor mesenteric or retroperitoneal lymphatic metastasis,⁶ and requires the previous expansion of the tumor in subcutaneous xenografts,⁷–⁹ which may alter its growth and dissemination capacities.¹⁰ On the other hand, the experimental metastasis assay or spontaneous metastasis assay, consisting of cell injection into the tail vein or footpad, are less physiological and usually generate tumor foci only at one single site.¹¹–¹⁶ Moreover, injection of colorectal cancer cells into the ileocolic vein or into the apical lymphoid follicle¹²,¹⁷,¹⁸ limits metastases to liver and lymphatics, varying widely in their rate.

We tested whether direct orthotopic cell microinjection (OCMI), between the mucosa and the muscularis externa...
layers of the cecal wall of nude mice, induces tumor foci in the most relevant metastatic sites observed in humans and/or improves its yield compared with previous methods. This technique required the use of an especially designed pipette, under binocular guidance. The application of this procedure to the human colorectal cancer cell lines HCT-116, SW-620, and DLD-1 yielded high tumor take and dissemination rates, replicating the metastatic spread to lymph nodes, liver, lung, and peritoneum observed in advanced human colorectal cancer.

Materials and Methods

Cell Lines and Micropipette Construction

HCT-116, SW-620, and DLD-1 cell lines were purchased from the American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, MD, and maintained in RPMI or McCoy’s medium with 10% fetal bovine serum in 5% CO₂ at 37°C. The micropipette used for cell injection was constructed using hemocytometric capillaries (1.55 × 70 mm; Vitrex Medical, Herlev, Germany). Two series of heat and stretch timing, pulling from the edges into opposite directions, elongated the tip of the pipette to achieve a 250-μm diameter. The unmodified end of the pipette was fitted into a pediatric butterfly 25 (19.1 × 0.5 mm) (Venisystems; Johnson & Johnson, Arlington, TX) (Figure 1A). Before its use, the pipette was cleaned with 90% ethanol, 70% ethanol, and sterile water, and exposed to UV for 24 hours.

Experimental Design

Four-week-old male Swiss Nu/Nu mice weighing 18 to 20 g (Charles River, Margate, Kent, UK) were used. Eight animals were injected with a cell suspension, for each of the HCT-116, SW-620, or DLD-1 colorectal cancer lines, to compare their dissemination pattern and survival time. Two additional animals per group were sacrificed 1 week after injection to analyze the distribution of the injected tumor cells within the colonic wall. Mice were housed in a sterile environment with water, bedding, and γ-ray-sterilized food. Experiments were approved by the Hospital de Sant Pau Animal Ethics Committee.

OCMI

Nude mice were anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine, exteriorizing their cecum by a laparotomy (Figure 1B). Cells (2 × 10⁶) per cell line (HCT-116, SW-620, or DLD-1) were suspended in 50 μl of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium and placed into the sterile micropipette (Figure 1B). We slowly injected the cell suspension, under a binocular lens (×3 magnification), with an approximate 30° angle and its tip introduced 5 mm into the cecal wall (Figure 1, C and D). Afterward, we applied a slight pressure with a cotton stick at ~2 mm from the injection point in the direction of the pipette axis. We pulled the pipette out and cleaned the area around the injection with 3% iodine to avoid seeding of unlikely refluxed tumor cells into the abdominal cavity. The small diameter and flexible tip of the pipette and the angular and slow rate of administration diminished resistance to the injection, limiting tissue damage and bleeding, ensuring the absence of cell reflux. After injection, the gut was returned to the abdominal cavity and closed with surgical grapes. Animals were kept until death because of their neoplastic process or until the end of the experiment (130 days).

Necropsy Procedure, Tumor Grading, and Staging

At animal death, a complete necropsy procedure was performed. Cervical, thoracic, abdominal, and pelvic organs were extracted en bloc. We assessed the presence of local tumor at the injection site, measured its two largest diameters, and recorded all macroscopic tumor deposits or abnormalities in any organ. The whole block of organs was fixed with buffered formalin for 48 hours, except for the lung, which was perfused and dissected and paraffin-embedded. Six-micron-thick sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin. Tumor sections at the injection site and tumor deposits in other organs were stained with the per-iodine acid shift reaction.

Two general pathologists analyzed histopathologically the tumor at the injection site and at the end of the experiment. Tumors were classified into three different grades depending on necrotic extent, mitotic rate, and extent of gland-like structures. The presence of tumor cells in other organs was also recorded, especially those in which colorectal cancer foci were expected (mesenteric lymph nodes, liver, lung, and peritoneum). We calculated tumor take rate as the percentage of mice with local tumor growth with respect to the total number of injected mice. We monitored daily tumor progression by...
palpation and calculated the final tumor volume, using the formula: volume = (longer diameter) × (shorter diameter)^2/2. Tumor growth rate was calculated dividing tumor volume by survival time.

In addition, we developed a four-stage system to stage the tumor in each animal. Stage I consisted in the presence of local tumor growth. Stage II was stage I plus peritoneal carcinomatosis (tumor in the parietal peritoneum of the abdominal wall, the diaphragm, or the visceral peritoneum of the digestive tract and liver). Stage III was stage I and/or II plus mesenteric lymph node and/or visceral peritoneum of the digestive tract and liver. Stage IV was stage I, II, or III plus hepatic and/or lung foci.

Statistical Analysis

Differences in final tumor volume between HCT-116, SW-620, or DLD-1 groups were analyzed using the Mann-Whitney test. The likelihood of survival was estimated according to the Kaplan and Meier method and survival distributions compared using the log-rank test. Differences in take rates or in the presence of lymphatic, hepatic, or lung foci, or carcinomatosis between groups were compared using Fisher’s test. We considered the statistical differences significant at a value of P < 0.05.

Results

Localization of the Injected Cells

The main objective of the OCMI procedure was to deposit human colorectal cancer cells close to the colonic mucosa (Figure 1), where colorectal carcinomas are initiated, using a small caliber pipette (33-gauge) and a binocular lens to increase the precision of the injection. We histologically assessed the location of the injected cells in two animals per group, 1 week after injection, confirming their placement in the space between the mucosa and the muscularis externa layers of the cecal wall (Figure 2A). This was done safely because none of the animals showed any morbidity or died because of the procedure.

Take Rates, Local Tumor Growth, and Histopathology

We observed high tumor take rates for all cell lines (Table 1). HCT-116 or SW-620 cells generated tumors in six of eight (75%) animals, and DLD-1 cells generated tumors in seven of eight (88%) animals. Next, we evaluated the capacity of the OCMI procedure to replicate the histopathological appearance and clinical behavior of colorectal cancer in humans. Most HCT-116, SW-620, or DLD-1 tumors invaded the normal cecum in the tangential and transverse (circumferential growth) directions, yielding tumors that protruded into the cecal lumen (Figure 2B).

The three cell lines gave rise to poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas. They were highly cellular, composed of atypical cells with pleomorphic nuclei, arranged mainly in sheets and solid nests, and forming diffuse fronts that invaded the normal colon. Only occasional glandular lumens were seen [Figure 2, C (HCT-116), D (SW-620), and E (DLD-1)]. Many necrotic areas were also found. The mitotic count was always higher than five mitoses per 10 high-power fields. The tumor cells invaded all of the cecal layers and were also found inside the lumen of lymphatic vessels of the cecal wall (Figure 2F).

Tumor volume and growth rates showed differences among groups. Mean tumor volumes in DLD-1 (3.7 ± 0.3 cm^3) and SW-620 (3.9 ± 0.2 cm^3) groups were similar; however, the mean HCT-116 tumor volume was significantly (P < 0.05) higher (4.4 ± 0.1 cm^3) (Table 1). In addition, the HCT-116 tumor registered the highest growth rate (0.85 cm^3/day), SW-620 growth rate was intermediate (0.38 cm^3/day), and DLD-1 grew slowly (0.25 cm^3/day) (Table 1). There was no relation between tumor take rate and growth rate in the studied groups.

Tumor Dissemination Sites and Tumor Staging

We also evaluated the usefulness of the OCMI procedure to study lymphatic and hematogenous dissemination and carcinomatosis. Mesenteric lymphatic foci occurred in almost all of the animals, with the highest frequencies in the HCT-116 or SW-620 tumor-bearing mice (six of six, 100%) and the lowest in DLD-1 (four of seven, 57%) (Table 1). Tumor foci were located in the mesenteric lymph nodes draining the cecal area (Figure 3A) or in retroperitoneal lymph nodes. Microscopically, the affected nodes showed a rim of lymphocytes under the capsule (Figure 3B). Tumor foci were also frequent in pancreatic lymphatics.

We also studied the presence of liver or lung tumor foci because these are the most common sites for blood-borne metastases in human colorectal cancer. We observed liver foci in the HCT-116 (four of six, 67%) and DLD-1 (two of seven, 29%) tumor-bearing animals (Table 1), with tumor cells within and around blood vessels invading the liver parenchyma (Figure 3C). However, tumors derived from the SW-620 cell line did not generate foci in the liver. Tumor microfoci in the lung (Figure 3D) were detected in 50% (three of six) of the animals bearing HCT-116 tumors, 29% (two of seven) of the DLD-1 mice, and 17% (one of six) of the SW-620 mice (Table 1). In addition, tumor deposits infiltrating the surface of the visceral and parietal peritoneum (Figure 3E) were found in six of six (100%) HCT-116 mice, five of six (83%) SW-620 mice, and two of seven (29%) DLD-1 mice (Table 1). The three different cell lines varied widely in their capacity of inducing different disease stages (Table 2). Whereas the HCT-116 cell line yielded mainly stage IV tumors (67%), most of the SW-620 tumors were at stage III (67%). In addition, whereas no early tumors were recorded in the HCT-116 or SW-620 cell lines, most of the DLD-1 tumors were at stage I of the disease (42%) (Table 2).
Figure 2. Site of injection and pattern of tumor growth and invasion. A: The site of injection, 1 week after the OCM procedure, showed the tumor cells located between the mucosa and the muscularis externa layers of the cecal wall. B: Tumors grow, both tangentially and circumferentially, and protrude into the lumen of the large bowel obstructing it. C–E: Tumors derived from HCT-116 (C), SW-620 (D), or DLD-1 (E) cell lines are poorly differentiated adenocarcinomas with high cellularity, focal areas of necrosis, frequent mitoses, and highly atypical nuclei, showing invasion of all of the cecal layers. F: Tumor cells infiltrate the lymphatics of the cecal wall (white asterisk). A, C–F: H&E stains.
Correlation between Tumor Staging and Animal Survival

Survival time differed widely (4 to 16 weeks range) among groups (p = 0.032) (Table 2 and Figure 4); it was the shortest in HCT-116 tumor-bearing mice (39 ± 4 days); SW-620 mice showed intermediate survival times (73 ± 10 days), and DLD-1 mice had the longest survival (110 ± 7 days). Cell lines varied widely in their capacity to induce hematogenous or lymphatic dissemination. As described in Tables 1 and 2, there was a clear correlation between staging and animal survival in the three studied groups. Thus, the HCT-116 cell line gave rise to highly aggressive and disseminating tumors, which reached stage IV in most cases (67%) and caused death in only 39 ± 4 days. The SW-620 cell line gave rise mostly (67%) to stage III tumors, causing death in 73 ± 10 days. Finally, the DLD-1 cell line gave rise mostly (42%) to stage I tumors, which caused death only after 110 ± 7 days (see Figure 4).

Discussion

The OCMI procedure—the injection of human colorectal cancer cell lines between the mucosa and the muscularis externa layers of the cecal wall of nude mice—generates models in which the dissemination pattern closely replicates all relevant metastatic sites observed in humans and enhances their dissemination rate compared with previous methods. We chose to assess the HCT-116, SW-620, and DLD-1 cell lines because of the previous characterization of their capacity to disseminate.

Replication of Human Colorectal Cancer Stages, Dissemination Pattern, and Aggressiveness

As observed in humans, tumors generated using the OCMI procedure show circumferential growth, finally protruding into the lumen. They also replicate the pattern of lymphatic spread, disseminating to the mesenteric lymph nodes draining the cecal area and retroperitoneal lymph nodes. Moreover, hematogenous dissemination involves the liver and the lung in the HCT-116- and DLD-1-derived tumors. Only SW-620 tumors did not generate tumor foci in the liver, most likely because this cell line does not express EGFR, a requirement for colorectal cancer metastasis in the liver.

The OCMI Model Improves Previous Colorectal Cancer Models

OCMI generates significantly more tumor foci in organs distant from the injection site than transgenic, knockout, or knockin mice generate metastatic tumor foci. In addition, genetically modified mice show tumor dissemination at significantly longer time periods (1.5 to 2 years), develop tumors in the small rather than in the large bowel, and show secondary mutations different from these found in humans. These differences could be related to a distinct transformation capacity between human and mouse cells because OCMI uses human tumor cells whereas in genetically modified mice tumors spontaneously arise out of mouse cells. In contrast, to generate an OCMI model takes only 4 to 8 weeks and uses fewer animals than the genetically modified models because of its higher dissemination rate.

On the other hand, experimental metastasis assay or spontaneous metastasis assay, which inject cells in the tail vein or footpad, are less physiological, generate metastases mostly at one single site, and require the use of selected metastatic variants or irradiation to enhance their efficiency. In contrast, the OCMI method induces tumor colonization in all relevant sites and does not require any previous selection procedure. Table 3 compares the procedures and dissemination rates of the most relevant orthotopic colorectal cancer models. Orthotopic cell injection of colon carcinoma cells into the apical lymphoid follicle achieves a widely variable rate of lymphoid or hepatic tumor focci; however, its lymph node dissemination rates are lower than those achieved by OCMI using the same cell line (SW-620). Moreover, these models do not yield lung metastases or carcinomatosis (Table 3).

---

Table 1. Local Tumor Growth and Dissemination Pattern in Animals Bearing Tumors Derived from OCMI-Implanted Human Colorectal Cancer Cell Lines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell line</th>
<th>Mice (n)</th>
<th>Local tumor volume (mean ± SE) (cm³)</th>
<th>Growth rate (cm³/day)</th>
<th>Dissemination site [mice (%)]†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HCT-116</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6/8 (75)</td>
<td>4.4 ± 0.115</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW-620</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6/8 (75)</td>
<td>3.9 ± 0.22</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLD-1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7/8 (88)</td>
<td>3.7 ± 0.31</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Mice with local tumor growth/total number of injected mice per group.
† Mice with tumor foci at the particular distant (far away from the injection) site/total number of mice with local tumor growth per group.
‡ Statistically significant differences at p = 0.043 or at p = 0.047 (Mann-Whitney test).
§ Statistically significant differences at p = 0.030 or at p = 0.016 (Fisher’s test).

---

Correlation between tumor staging and animal survival in humans.

Survival time differed widely (4 to 16 weeks range) among groups (p = 0.032) (Table 2 and Figure 4); it was the shortest in HCT-116 tumor-bearing mice (39 ± 4 days); SW-620 mice showed intermediate survival times (73 ± 10 days), and DLD-1 mice had the longest survival (110 ± 7 days). Cell lines varied widely in their capacity to induce hematogenous or lymphatic dissemination. As described in Tables 1 and 2, there was a clear correlation between staging and animal survival in the three studied groups. Thus, the HCT-116 cell line gave rise to highly aggressive and disseminating tumors, which reached stage IV in most cases (67%) and caused death in only 39 ± 4 days. The SW-620 cell line gave rise mostly (67%) to stage III tumors, causing death in 73 ± 10 days. Finally, the DLD-1 cell line gave rise mostly (42%) to stage I tumors, which caused death only after 110 ± 7 days (see Figure 4).
Figure 3. Lymphatic, hematogenous, and peritoneal tumor spread in nude mice bearing tumors derived from OCMI-implanted cell lines.  

A: Out of the local tumor (black asterisk), tumor cells spread to the mesenteric lymph nodes (white arrow).  

B: Microscopically, tumor foci in the mesenteric lymph nodes showed a rim of lymphocytes (white asterisk) compressed against the capsule by tumor cells (black asterisk).  

C: Representative foci of hematogenous dissemination to the liver, observed in the HCT-116 cell line.  

D: Tumor cells at the lung were found inside peribronchial vessels.  

E: Tumor cells invading the muscle of the diaphragm from its peritoneal surface.  

B–E: H&E stains.
ecolic vein injections of colon cancer cells generate liver deposits but do not produce tumor foci in lymphoid or lung tissue nor carcinomatosis.

In addition, OCMI shows differences in dissemination capacity with the SOI of tumor fragments. Thus, despite SOI closely replicating early metastatic events, because all spreading tumor cells detach from the primary tumor tissue, it only yields tumor foci in the liver and liver-draining lymphatics; however, it does not induce the dissemination to the lung or to colon-draining lymphatics. In contrast, the OCMI procedure allows tumor cells to infiltrate the lymphatics of the intestinal wall, disseminating first into the mesenteric lymph nodes, to spread through the bloodstream into the liver and lung, and to form foci in the peritoneum, as observed in human colorectal cancer. Again, OCMI gives rise to higher dissemination rates without requiring the selection of aggressive metastatic variants as SOI does. Therefore, OCMI seems to be more physiological than SOI to study the latter processes of the metastatic cascade, including lymphatic or hematogenous dissemination and organ colonization.

Morikawa et al were the first to report a mouse cancer model applying the intracecal injection of human colorectal cancer cells (using essentially the same procedure as OCMI). However, this article and the work that followed did not perform a systematic study of the tumor sites, distant to the injection site, the method yielded, as the one we are presenting here. Instead, they focused on studying the influence of organ microenvironment (comparing the effect of subcutaneous, splenic, or orthotopic implantation) on tumor growth and dissemination capacity. They were mainly aimed at selecting cell lines, through successive splenic passages, with enhanced rate of hepatic metastasis. Consequently, they did not report the ability of their model to generate tumor foci in the lung or in the peritoneum (carcinomatosis).

Importance of the Cell Injection Site and Handling Procedure

Placing the cells in the space between the mucosa and the muscularis externa layers of the cecal wall could be accomplished because OCMI uses a flexible and small-diameter micropipette (33-gauge), which allows injecting a limited volume of the cell suspension that could be accommodated within the cecal wall. This could be done, with expert handling, without significant tissue damage and avoiding cell reflux, which could mask the carcinomatosis data. Some of the factors that may have contributed to increase the tumor take rates, to ensure the induction of tumor foci in all clinically relevant metastatic sites and to improve dissemination rates, compared with previous procedures, include the following: 1) the orthotopic placement of the suspended tumor cells directly into the submucosal compartment, close to the mucosa, the site of initiation of human colon cancer. This may increase the likelihood that tumor cells replicate the pattern of successive interactions with the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the lymphatic system, vasculature, and target organ site, along the dissemination route, each playing a significant role in determining migration, intravasation, or tumor growth at the distant site. 2) The deposit of a high number of suspended cells that, once established the correct interactions, are free to migrate and easily reach the abundant lymphatic and blood vessels of the submucosal cecal wall, enhancing tumor spreading. In contrast, SOI attaches tumor tissue to the serosal side of the cecum, which could diminish their capacity to reach the lymphatic and blood vessels located in the submucosa. This argu-
OCMI, a Novel and Improved Model for Advanced Colorectal Cancer

In summary, the OCMI procedure is an easy and useful method to generate advanced stages of colorectal cancer, which replicates in a mouse model, with high take rates and in a short time (1 to 4 months), its clinical behavior, including its pattern of local tumor growth, invasion of mesenteric lymphatics, hematogenous dissemination to the liver and lung, and peritoneal carcinomatosis. Therefore, this procedure complements currently available colorectal cancer models, widening the number of affected tumor dissemination sites and their yield. Thus, OCMI specially facilitates the study of the latter processes of the metastatic cascade, including lymphatic or hematogenous dissemination and organ colonization, which is important because growth at the distant sites seem to be a rate-limiting step in the metastatic cascade.58 Moreover, our characterization of the pattern of dissemination for the HCT-116, SW-620, and HCT-15 colorectal cancer cells, using OCMI, will allow the ex vivo manipulation of particular genes to evaluate their involvement in each of these processes, using a low number of animals. We are applying it now to the study of the Ras and Rho family members (C. Espina, M.V. Césedes, M.A. García-Cabezás, M.T. Gomez del Pulgar, A. Boluda, L. García-Droz, P. Cajas, M. Nistal, R. Mangues, J.C. Lacal, manuscript in preparation). Finally, the OCMI-derived models might also be used in the development and testing of novel therapies for advanced disease and could be applied to the development of models for advanced cancer in other organs.
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Table 3. Comparison of Procedures and Dissemination Rates at Different Sites for the OCMI and Other Orthotopic Implantation Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>OCMI</th>
<th>SOI</th>
<th>Cell injection methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference number</td>
<td>Human carcinoma cells</td>
<td>Disaggregated human tumors grown SC</td>
<td>Murine MCA-C68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implant colorectal Cancer cells</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(17)</td>
<td>(12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point of entry in cecum</td>
<td>Submucosal side</td>
<td>Serosal side</td>
<td>Lymphoid follicle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon-draining lymphatics</td>
<td>10/13 (77%)</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver-draining lymphatics</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100% †</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatic</td>
<td>6/13 (46%)*</td>
<td>100% †</td>
<td>(65%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>5/13 (38%)*</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>4/21 (19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carcinomatosis</td>
<td>8/13 (62%)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1/5 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissemination rates</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0/6 (0%)</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*SW-620 was excluded to calculate dissemination rate to liver or lung because this cell line does not express EGFR and does not generate these metastases (see Discussion).
†Highly metastatic cells to the liver selected by consecutive passages in nude mice.

SOI, surgical orthotopic implantation of tumor tissue; OCMI, orthotopic cell microinjection of tumor cells.


